
LPDDR4/3/2・ 
DDR4・DDR3・DDR2 Memory 
BGA Probing Socket using for Evaluative Analysis 
Correspond to InfiniiSim Oscilloscope 

Keysight Technologies (Domestic Only) & 
S.E.R corporation 

LPDDR4/3/2・DDR4・DDR3・DDR2 
BGA Probing Socket 
  
-- BGA probing socket is a solder-less socket and can easily replace DRAM memories. 
-- Re-flow, Re-ball unnecessary 
-- Durability : 20,000 or more times 
-- Provide S-parameters for Signal Probing 

＜Standard type＞ 
Mounting hole : 2 places 

＜Custom type＞ 
BGA probing socket  
can be attached to the 
products board.  

＜Soft Touch Probe＞ 

BGA Probing Socket  
for Timing Analysis of DDR 
memory 
 
BGA Probing Socket is a product that 
meets the following requirements and 
acquires a result as an evaluation 
analysis. 
 
・I want to measure a Timing Analysis 
between DDR memory and Controller IC. 
・I want to measure a signal of the device 
(DDR memory) directly under.  
・I want to do isolate the product to fail. 
・I want to describe the compatible 
memory that candidates to parts list. 
 
BGA Probing Socket has a monitor pad 
that removes a stub for signal pattern. 
Therefore, 
BGA Probing Socket can be measured in 
a way that minimizes the impact on the 
measurement target. 
 
In addition,  
by giving to the InfiniiSim function 
(Oscilloscope made by KEYSIGHT 
TECHNOLOGIES) transmission 
characteristics of signal pattern,  
it is possible to move of the observation 
points and de-embedded. 
Furthermore, it can be more accurate 
signal analysis.  
 
S.E.R corporation is selling a High-speed 
signal observation socket of solderless-
type for the first time in the world, using 
observation technology of tip. 
 
S.E.R corporation supports Custom-made 
sockets, not only using for DDR memory 
but also using for PoP memory.   

By using the InfiniiSim function (Oscilloscope made by KEYSIGHT TECHNOLOGIES), 
it can be more accurate timing analysis. 



Example of Measurement Environment 
(Signal Probing by using DSA91304A) Example of Signal Probing (DDR3 clock) 

White : Device Pad (Bottom of BGA ball) 
Aqua : The Monitor Pad for Signal Probing 

We can provide S-parameters for De-embedding. 
 
-- We can provide S-parameters of the probe using socket. 
-- We can provide S-parameters for De-embedding at 
standard BGA interposer.  
-- For custom products, we offer to meet your needs. 

Assembly drawing 
(In the case of 96pin products) 
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Contact us 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

S.E.R Corporation 
 
1-14-8 Kitashinagawa Shinagawaku 
TOKYO JAPAN ZIP140-0001 
 
TEL : +81-3-5796-0331 
FAX : +81-3-5796-3210 
E-Mail : ser@ser.co.jp 

Order Information 
 
DDR4・DDR3・DDR2 BGA Probing Socket 
                                                          
                                                       BPS-D216・・・DDR2(x16bits) 
                                                       BPS-D348・・・DDR3(x4/8bits) 
                                                       BPS-D316・・・DDR3(x16bits) 
                                                       BPS-D4・・・DDR4 
                                                       LPDDR4/3/2 
                                                       ・・・It is possible to receive a  
                                                       special custom made. 
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